
The all-purpose CNC package
for machine tools:
integrated, scalable and open
Advanced machine tools – like the ones on display at EMO Hannover 2013 – in many respects must meet increasingly rigorous 
user demands. For example, as part of integrated workpiece machining, users expect the same machine to deal with functions such 
as turning, milling and grinding – all with ever increasing precision. In addition, users expect maximum openness, so that they 
can integrate their own CNC expertise or integrate advanced Industry 4.0 concepts. Beckhoff experts, Dr. Josef Papenfort, TwinCAT 
Product Manager, and Frank Saueressig, CNC Product Manager, explain why PC-based control is ideal for CNC applications.
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The persistent trend towards complete machining with a single CNC machine 

as well as openness for technical extensions and higher-level communication 

interfaces leads to higher system complexity that is becoming more difficult to 

manage. In order to avoid difficulties in the areas of engineering, commissioning 

and operation, it is necessary to specify suitable control technology as a starting 

point. Dr. Josef Papenfort illustrates exactly what this means: “With PC-based 

control, Beckhoff offers an open control solution that is finely scalable both 

in terms of hardware and software. This solution can be optimally adapted to 

each application and its degree of complexity. The fully integrated TwinCAT 

automation software, which provides a coherent tool and simplifies engineering 

efforts considerably, offers significant benefits in this context. It means that not 

only typical machine functions such as safety are easy to integrate, but so are 

high-level programming languages and scientific automation aspects such as 

condition monitoring, energy management and simulation.”

The numerous benefits embodied by the new TwinCAT 3 software generation 

also form a core theme for the Beckhoff trade fair booth at EMO, as Frank 

Saueressig explains: “We demonstrate the user benefits of the many new  

TwinCAT 3 features for increasing functionality and ease of operation for CNC 

applications. Users increasingly expect integration of CNC production into 

higher-level company networks and indeed the cloud keyword: Industry 4.0. In 

this context, users also benefit from PC Control, which has already been using 

the required Industry 4.0 communication mechanisms, including more recent de-

velopments such as OPC UA, for more than 25 years. Our CNC solution therefore 

already represents a logical component of Industry 4.0 today.”

The CNC solution as a complete, scalable package

Beckhoff offers a complete CNC package that is optimally scalable both in terms 

of performance and functionality. Frank Saueressig explains: “Excellent scalabi-

lity is a fundamental feature of our broad product portfolio, which includes cus-

tomizable I/O systems, Industrial PCs, Control Panels and Drive Technology, all 

in conjunction with the modular structure of TwinCAT. In addition, the modular 

software enables users to select the most cost-effective solution for the respec-

tive controller. The software includes TwinCAT NC I/CNC and PLC functionality, 

an HMI tailored to the respective application, the TwinSAFE safety technology 

as well as additional motion, robotics and measurement technology functions.”

The control hardware can also be selected such that it precisely matches the 

functions required by the application. A CNC application can run on the com-

pact CX2020 Embedded PC with Intel® Celeron® CPU or a high-end IPC with  

Intel® Core™ i7 processor for control cabinet mounting or with a panel version, as  

required. The CX2040 Embedded PC with Intel® Core™ i7 CPU even brings the 

high potential of multi-core technology in a DIN rail-mountable format. Multi-

core technology already offers benefits for applications that are more deman-

ding in terms of cycle times or require many CNC channels. Moreover, the user 

interface and the CNC/PLC application in many cases already run on separate 

processor cores in a very efficient manner. For the future Dr. Josef Papenfort 

predicts significant further potential: “For demanding applications, CNC and PLC 

can be distributed to different cores, for example. The same applies to sophis-

ticated 3D visualization with multi-touch or measurement technology running 

in parallel. These scaling options are already available and are comprehensively 

supported by TwinCAT 3, so that users can implement them with ease.”

The Beckhoff solution for machine tools also includes complete Drive Tech- 

nology, i.e. servo drives as well as highly dynamic servomotors. Here too 

Beckhoff offers a wide performance range that is scalable to the respective 

application. A highlight with the new AM8000 series servomotors is One Cable 

Technology (OCT). The EL7201-0010 servomotor terminal, which delivers servo 

drive technology in an ultra-compact I/O terminal format for the lower perfor-

mance range, is also OCT-capable. Frank Saueressig explains: “The EL7201-0010 

offers a very compact solution for the smallest CNC machines, e.g. for dental 

applications or watch manufacturing.” Dr. Josef Papenfort adds: “Here too it 

is important to look at the overall system. Thanks to the integrated TwinCAT 

software, any level of Beckhoff Drive Technology can be used with the same 

software platform.”
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One software platform – the integrated and open tool

A key requirement for efficient engineering is an integrated software tool such 

as TwinCAT. It seamlessly combines the fields of safety and Motion Control as 

well as CNC; it is complemented by special robotics, measurement and energy 

management functionalities. Dr. Josef Papenfort explains: “Engineering, con-

figuration, commissioning support, programming and software maintenance,  

TwinCAT enables users to manage all these tasks with a single tool. A parti-

cularly important feature of the TwinCAT 3 generation is openness for appli-

cation-specific extensions. Thanks to integration in Microsoft Visual Studio®, 

the whole world of programming in C/C++ or Matlab®/Simulink® is available,  

in conjunction with the traditional IEC 61131-3 languages where required. 

Existing TwinCAT 2 projects can simply be transferred to the new software 

generation, which means that existing expertise is not lost.”

Frank Saueressig points out the proven suitability for practical application:  

“Some machine manufacturers have already done away with the conventional 

PLC approach and instead program the whole machine process in C. Other be-

nefits of software openness are apparent in the TcCom interfaces. They enable 

machine manufacturers to extend TwinCAT CNC as required, e.g. for integrating 

their own transformations for certain processing heads, special drive controllers 

or pilot controls. Another possibility is the use of new language interpreters, 

which would understand syntax independent of the established DIN 66025. The 

integration of application-specific code also offers benefits in terms of intellec-

tual property protection, since the expert knowledge contained in the source 

code remains under the control of the machine manufacturer.”

HMI enabled with multi-touch innovation 

The more complex a machine tool, the more important the human-machine  

interface becomes. The new CP2xxx and CP3xxx Control Panel and Panel PC 

series offer significant innovation potential in this regard. Frank Saueressig 

explains: “This new series of Beckhoff panels is multi-touch-capable. Thanks to 

projective capacitive touch screen technology they can be operated jerk-free in 

tiny steps, even with thin work gloves. It means that functions such as zooming, 

scrolling and turning of objects, which are familiar from the smartphone and 

tablet world, can now also be used for industrial applications. Special innovation 

potential is offered by five-finger touch functionality or automation solutions 

with two-hand operation. Converted to single-touch via the Windows operating 

system, the new Panels with their high quality and optimized price-to-perfor-

mance ratio also offer significant benefits for traditional operating concepts.”

The wide range of Beckhoff Control Panels also reflects optimum scalability. 

For CNC applications, various push-button extensions are available, e.g. as axis 

operating panels or with PLC keys. Frank Saueressig: “CNC machines can be 

operated with our standard touch panel or a multi-touch panel as required. 

Alternatively, an industry-standard CNC Panel can be sourced from Beckhoff. In 

both cases customer-specific adaptations are possible. At EMO 2013 the CNC 

panel with multi-touch functionality will also be on display in the Beckhoff 

booth.”

Further flexibility is offered by a .NET-based CNC user interface in the 

form of a standard HMI or application-specific HMI, now available with 

multi-touch capability. The standard HMI already offers comprehensive ba-

sic functionality such as online language selection, setup functions, global 

notification system and user management. Dr. Josef Papenfort concludes:  

“We offer machine manufacturers a standard, parameterizable HMI, which is 

an open, modular system that can be customized for specific applications via 

Microsoft .NET standards and can be expanded easily. This is further proof of 

the ‘system openness’ of Beckhoff.”

Further information:
www.beckhoff.com/CNC
www.beckhoff.com/emo
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